HEATING BENEFITS
Comfort: Nothing compares to floor heating, it simply creates the
best ambiance of any heating choice!
At floor level: You want to heat the area
from where you are, not from high up on the
wall or from the ceiling. Remember, heat
rises!
Evenly distributed throughout the floor
area: Enjoy radiant heating with no overly
cold or hot spots. No gusts of hot air
blasting out from a single point!
Speed: Response time can be as low as
30 minutes depending on the type of floor
heating.
Cost effective: Our thermostats ensure
heaters only turn on only when required,
resulting in huge savings on running
costs. Heating can be independently
controlled per area, enabling areas not in
use to be switched off. Where a floor has
significant thermal mass and your
electricity provider offers time-of-use
electricity rates, heat can be stored when
electricity is cheap to carry warmth during
peak electricity tariffs. Ongoing costs can
also be largely offset through use of solar
energy and even more so with batteries.

With Coldbuster, the heat
rises naturally from the
floor upwards and is
distributed evenly
throughout the room.

Ceiling mounted heaters
warm the upper body
only, leaving feet cold.

Low capital cost: Not only does Coldbuster floor heating cost far
less to supply than other heating alternatives, but labour is
minimal. This also means quick installation!

Programmable thermostats: Regulate
comfort levels whenever/however you
like, with different weekday/weekend
routines, morning/night routines.
Durable & reliable: Stringent testing
forms part of the manufacturing process
for all Coldbuster products.

CONVENTIONAL
HEATING

Wall mounted heaters
force air around the room
inefficiently, creating
cold draughts.

Maintenance free: There are no moving
parts or wear and tear. Coldbuster floor
heater kits require no maintenance.
Long warranty: Heaters come with
15-year warranties, thermostats 3
years.
Safety: No high voltage or hot surfaces.
The heater element is fully earthed &
waterproofed, offering protection against
fire and shock (must be connected to an
RCD). No combustible gases.

Unobtrusive: Nothing visible and nothing to store. No sound, no
smell, nothing hot to touch. No outside venting required.
Allergy & environmentally friendly: Our heaters do not emit
volatile organic com pounds (typical in air circulation units) or
nitrogen oxides (typical in gas heating) and do not produce smoke,
fumes, dust or electromagnetic radiation.
Easy installation: The installation process is simple. All Coldbuster
floor heaters are sold as DIY kits, with an easy to follow installation
guide. Installation videos are available online and we are but a phone
call or email away! Special tools or floor heating experience are not
required.

